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A COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE BOUNDED ORBIT CONJECTURE1

BY

STEPHANIE M. BOYLES

Abstract. A long outstanding problem in the topology of Euclidean spaces is the

Bounded Orbit Conjecture, which states that every homeomorphism of E2 onto

itself, with the property that the orbit of every point is bounded, must have a fixed

point. It is well known that the conjecture is true for orientation preserving

homeomorphisms. We provide a counterexample to the conjecture by constructing

a fixed point free orientation reversing homeomorphism which satisfies the hy-

pothesis of the conjecture.

1. Introduction. In 1912 L. E. J. Brouwer proved his famous translation theorem

[7] which states that if h is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of F2 onto

itself having no fixed points, then h is a translation. By a translation, Brouwer

meant that for each x in F2, h"ix) —» oo as n -* ± oo; that is, the orbit of every

point is unbounded. Thus, if h is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of E2

onto itself such that the orbit of some point is bounded, then h must have a fixed

point. Obviously, Brouwer's theorem cannot be true for orientation reversing

homeomorphisms. For instance, let h he a reflection across the .y-axis followed by

the upward shift fix,y) = ix,y — \x\ + 1) in the strip determined by |jc| < 1

(Figure 1). Then every point ix,y) with |jc| > 1 has bounded orbit, but h is fixed

point free!

The question arose as to whether or not a homeomorphism of F 2 onto itself with

the property that the orbit of every point is bounded must have a fixed point. This

eventually became known as the bounded orbit problem, and a considerable

amount of research relating to this problem has accumulated in the literature

[l]-[3], [5]-[12]. The objective of this paper is to construct a fixed point free

orientation reversing homeomorphism of F2 onto itself with the property that the

orbit of every point is bounded. By modifying an example of Bing's [4], Brechner

and Mauldin [5] gave an example of an orientation preserving homeomorphism of

F3 onto itself which is fixed point free and such that the orbit of every point is

bounded. We note that this result follows as an easy corollary from the example we

construct. The homeomorphism h constructed in our example has the property that
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any arc connecting x with h(x) has unbounded orbit. In fact, it follows from a

theorem of Bell's [3] that any counterexample to the bounded orbit conjecture must

exhibit this property.

Figure 1

2. Notation and definitions. The letters p, q, v are used to denote points in F2.

Line segments and open arcs are denoted by S and A, respectively. The letter / is

always a real number between 0 and 1; and i,j, k, m, n take only integer values.

We let x and y correspond to the x and y coordinates of a point in F2.

The orbit of a point/», O(p), is defined as the set of all hk(p), where k ranges

over the integers.

Let t),, v2, . . . , vn be n points in general position in Ek. Denote the closed convex

hull of {«,, v2, . . . , vn} by [vx, v2, . . . , vn]. By a linear map we shall mean a map

h: [vx, v2, . . . , vn] ^[h(vx), h(v2), . . . , h(v„)]

defined by

n n n

2 to-* 2 tM*>i)>   where 2 ', < i-
;=1 /=1 <-1
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3. Definition of h. Let B denote the open strip {(x,y): \x\ < 1}. If p is not in B,

define h(p) = h(x, y) = (-x, y), where = indicates definition. Thus, on the com-

plement of B the map is a reflection across the _y-axis.

To describe the homeomorphism on B, we first define h on a countable set of

points which will be the vertices of convex polygons in B. For all m > 0 and k > 1,

let

ü-° = (t^ÍT'0)'   and  Ü^ = (^'J,7^T7)-

For ally and k > 0, define

HVjjc) s«W+,-y,*+i-

Denote [vj_Xk, vjk] by SJk. Extend h linearly on Sjk by defining

hiSM) = hi[Vj_x_k,vM])

= [Kvj^,k), h(Vj,k)},   for ally, k > 0.

Let A = {(x,y): \x\ < 1 and/ = 0}. Thus, hk(A) = U°L.X SM (Figure 2). Note

that the positive orbit of A forms an unbounded sequence of arcs contained in the

half of B having nonnegative /-coordinate, and that the intersection of any two of

these arcs is empty. One may view the homeomorphism h on hk(A), k > 0, as the

following composition: h = w • r • s, where s is a shift of every segment SJk either

"left" one segment if k is odd (i.e. for ally, SJJc -» Sj_Xk), or "right" one segment if

k is even (i.e. for ally, SJk -» SJ+i k), r ir a reflection through thej'-axis, and it is an

upward projection to hk + \A).

To describe h on the regions between hk~\A) and hk(A), k > 0, consider the

following two sequences of points on each vertical segment [vJk_x, vjk]:

»U" - vj,k-\ + iVj,k - fyi-i)/».    where " > 3>    and

4r1)/n-vM-i + ivM - «fc*-iX« - 0/">   where « > 2.

Note that {t^/"}n>3 and {uj2~1)/n}n>2 are sequences converging to vjk_x and vJk,

respectively. Let

00

^""[»/-M'Oyi*]'   and   4m =   U   Sjj,,
j—-00

where / = 1/« for n > 3, or í = (n - 1)/« for « > 2. Thus, for every positive

integer k, {Akl/n}n>3 and {AkÁ„_X}/n}n>2 are disjoint sequences of open arcs

between hk~\A) and hk(A) limiting to hk~x(A) and hk(A), respectively. For

k > I, and for all/', define

hivll") = v\[$-_%+x,    for«>4,

hW)^»24U» and

hiv}rl}/") = oft>WSí?i.    for » > 2.
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Figure 2

For all j and k > 1, extend h linearly to a homeomorphism on the segments

S#_I)/", n>2, and S/J", n > 3, by defining

M^r1)/") = M[^-Ti)/n^r,)/"])

and

We define A on the region between Ak¿n_i)/n and ^„/(„-h)» where n > 2, by

mapping each vertical segment [/?, ¿7] joining ^4/fei(n_i)/„ to Akll/,(n+X) linearly onto

the vertical segment [h(p), h(q)]. Define h on the region between AkX/(n+X) and

AkJ/n, where n > 4, as above, using all vertical segments joining/I¿. ,i/(«-i)to Akx,n.

Refer to Figure 3 for k odd.
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k+1,1/2

Map on region
between

k,l/4

(1,0)

Figure 3

We map the region between AkX/4 and AkX/2 to the region between Ak + xx/2 and

Ak + \ 3/4 as follows: for ally, k > 1, and n = 3, 4, we define h as a linear map so

that

s [ h^ '>), HW-% h(vx_x+(,)V2,,) ],

and

For odd A: refer to Figure 4.
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1/3 3/4 1/2

Figure 4

Observe that, for n > 2, hiAkA/{n + 2)) = Ak+xx/n and hiAk(n_X)/n) =

^Ar+i.(n+i)/(« + 2). Note also that the image under h of a vertical segment joining

Akl/2 to /¡^(/l) is a vertical segment joining Ak + i3/4 to /7*+1(/l). Similarly, a

vertical segment joining hk~\A) to /lM/4 is mapped under h to a vertical segment

joining hk(A) to Ak+xx/2. On the region between Akx/4 and ^4^ 1/2, A may also be

viewed as the composition of three maps: a shift s, a reflection r through the/-axis,

and an upward projection it to the region between Ak + X x/2 and Ak+X3/4. Note that

when k is odd AkJ/4 shifts "right" and AkX/2 shifts "left"; the reverse occurs when

k is even; í is the identity on Ak x/3 whether k is odd or even (Figure 4).

For a pointy in B on or below the reflection of h(A) through the x-axis, define

h(p) = -h'(-p). We extend h linearly on the region between h~l(A) and A by

sending every vertical segment [p, q] joining h~\A) to A to the segment

[h(p),h(q)\.   '
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4. h is fixed point free. Clearly no point in the complement of B remains fixed

under h. For every k, h is fixed point free on hk(A) since the intersection of hk(A)

and hk+,(A) is empty. If p is a point between hk~[(A) and hk(A), then h(p) is

between hk(A) and hk + \A); thus,/? ^ h(p).

5. Every point has bounded orbit. If p is in the complement of B, then O(p) =

{P,hip)}.

Observe that

A"(»*,o) - *"(*/ (* + 0.0)

(-l)"(w + fcj       2n + /c

« + * + 1      i=n+k+x
S       -7.1,    for«, A: > 1,

and

*"(»-«.o) -*"(-*/(*+ 0.0)

a(Mî^,    Y   I),   for* >.,»>*.

Since (2?_ i l/< — log «) -» y, where y is the Euler constant, one can show that, for

fixed k,
In + k        , 2n — k        ,

lim       2       ~ =  lim       2      ~ = 1°S 2.
t = n+ k+I i = n — k+1

Hence, for every j, the positive orbit of vJ0 is bounded. Up is in [uy_,0, ü,-0], then

h"(p) is in [«"(«,-_, 0), h"(vJ0)] implies that the positive orbit of every point on A is

bounded. Observe that if p is on hk(A), then h~k(p) is on A; thus, the positive orbit

of every point on hk(A) is bounded for every k > 0.

To check points between hk~l(A) and hk(A), for k > 1, we first consider a point

p in the region above AkX/2 and below /ik(A). Let <jr be the point on hk(A) which is

directly above/? (i.e. q is the intersection of hk(A) with the vertical line containing

p). Since q has bounded positive orbit and h"(p) is directly below h"(q), for all

n > 0, the positive orbit of p must also be bounded. Next suppose p is between

^*,i/(n+i) and Akl,„, where n > 2. By construction there is a positive integer m

such that «""(/O is between Ak + ml/2 and /j* + m(/l). Thus, the above argument

shows that/) has a bounded positive orbit. In fact, since a point between h~k(A)

and /T*+ '(/I), k > 0, is between ,4 and «(>!) after /c applications of h, all points in

B have bounded positive orbits.

One can see that the negative orbits of points in B are bounded by recalling that

h-\p) = -hi-p).

6. h is a homeomorphism. It follows from the construction that h is bijective, and

that h is continuous at every point (x, y) with |x:| ^ 1. To show that h is continuous

on the lines x = ± 1, we first consider a point (-1,/), where/ > 0. Since « is a

reflection on the left side of the line x = -1, it suffices to show that if (xm,ym) —»

(-1,/), then h(xm,ym)^r(l,y), where {(xm,ym)} is contained in B. Observe that B

is partitioned into convex polygons bounded by the lines x = ±n/(n + 1) and the

arcs hk(A), where n and k are integers. Thus, for m sufficiently large, (xm,ym) is
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contained in a quadrilateral bounded by the lines

x = -nj (nm +1),        x = - (nm - l)/nm,

and the arcs hk™~\A) and hkm(A), where nm > 4. Hence,

, n„ + km + 1   . nm + /fc„ + 1   ,

< *m < —2--    and 2      7 < ym <      2
"m   T   ' "m ' = "m+l ' = nm

Let h(xm,ym) = (■*£,,/¿,). By viewing the image of the quadrilateral one can see

that

-, .i nm + km + 3   . rtm + km + 1    ,
nm — 2                 «m + 1 m    ™      1 ™      1
-r < x'  <-    and         Y      — < y '   <       Y      —.
"m ' "m  T  z ' = nm + 2     ' <-nm-l

Since xm -*-l, nm must increase without bound; thus, x'm -^ 1. To see that/^ ^/

observe that

nm + km + i   . «m + Arm + 1   . nm + km+ \   . nm + km + 3

S 7- 2 7<>'m->'m< S 7- S 7 •
í = «„+1     ' ; = n„-l      ' i = nm        ' i-nm+2     '

The differences of the sums on each side of the bound decrease to 0 as m —> oo;

hence, ym — y'm -^ 0 implies that/^, -^ y. The arguments for the remaining points of

form (±1, ±y) are analogous to the argument given above.

7. Corollary. There exist fixed point free orientation preserving and orientation

reversing homeomorphisms of F3 onto itself such that the orbit of every point is

bounded.

Proof. The homeomorphism / defined by/(jc,/, z) = (x',y', z), where (x', /') =

h(x,y) and h is the homeomorphism constructed above, verifies the corollary for

the orientation reversing case. For the orientation preserving case simply define

g(x,y, z) = (x',y\ -z), where (*',/*) = /.(•*, y).
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